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Discussion Document

 

No discipline is politically neutral. However, in its pursuit of the ancient past archaeology seems to 

have been particularly prone to abuse in the service of political objectives. In the following, J. 

Laurence Hare describes how valuable it was to Nazi propagandists during the Third Reich. 

Prehistoric archaeology was an especially significant pursuit in the Third Reich. Studies of ancient 

remains aided in the appropriation of symbols and themes from the distant past, which Nazi 

propagandists used to affirm the character of the German people (Volk) and the greatness of the 

Germanic race (Rasse). During the Second World War, the interpretation of artefacts and sites 

helped justify Nazi conquests and informed German policies in zones of occupation. Finally, 

prehistoric archaeology catered to the private interests of such party leaders as Heinrich Himmler 

and Alfred Rosenberg, whose fascination with German prehistory led them to fund research on texts 

and artefacts and to act as patrons for prominent excavation projects. 

Such an emphasis on ancient Germanic peoples might naturally imply a focus on research within the 

nation’s borders. As such, we might be tempted to see it as part of a tradition of insularity within 

German prehistoric archaeology, which in the nineteenth century yielded a staunch opposition in 

some quarters to such outside innovations as the Three-Age System. Moreover, it might lead us to 

connect archaeology in the 1930s to a general hostility to ‘internationalism’ in Nazi science policy, 

which generally placed greater value on ‘German’ research from ‘Aryan’ scholars. Yet, it turns out, 

‘Nazi archaeology’ was a decidedly international affair. Indeed, the image of the dilettante 

antiquarian doubling as Nazi agent abroad has been a prominent theme of post-war popular culture. 

It has featured most famously in the blockbuster Indiana Jones films, in which the eponymous 

American archaeologist races to exotic locales to thwart the sinister machinations of fascist 

plunderers. Beyond the silver screen, popular histories have chronicled the expeditions of real-life 

charlatans who embarked on outlandish missions to find lost Utopias or to uncover the hidden 

meanings of ancient symbols. 

Thus Nazism displayed an ideological commitment to archaeology which was expressed in culture, 
popular and otherwise. Now, the commentary suggests, it was invested in the apparatus of the state 
from school-based propaganda to an active war aim. 

But this image of the ‘Nazi archaeologist’ does not tell the whole story. In fact, much of the regime’s 

yearning for the past was satisfied not by amateurs but by reputable, well-trained professionals. Far 

from the fanciful figures of popular culture, these were university professors, museum curators and 

provincial heritage managers who worked in tandem with Nazi ideologues to establish a link with a 
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distant Germanic past and create a reference point for a presumed glorious future. Their value lay in 

their scholarly credibility that legitimized the regime’s appropriation of German antiquity. They 

supported the state’s propaganda needs by presenting their research in school curricula, popular 

magazines and films. They also provided an important symbolic reservoir for the Nazi Party and 

supported narratives of ancestors who had once been brave, honest and diligent precisely because 

they had been racially pure. Such a portrayal of the nation’s prehistory thus appealed to what 

Claudia Koonz has called ‘ethnic fundamentalism’, which describes how the Nazis promoted the 

virtues of the Volk and promised to ‘defend an ancient spiritual heritage against the corrosive values 

of industrialized, urban society. German archaeologists also played a role during the Second World 

War, as they seized artefacts from occupied zones and rationalized the war by connecting it to 

prehistorical narratives of Germanic expansion and by framing Nazi conquests as part of a process of 

reclaiming lost territory. 
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